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Products and Services Frank Costino Senior Vice President of Customer Service Sales Steve Ignarski National Sales Manager Joe Blackwell Customer Service Manager Anita Friedel Sales Coordinator Gisela Fuentes Overseeing Customer Service Iftner Virtual Reality Sales Kurt Erickson Customer Service Specialized Postal Postal Panday Namco Entertainment America Attn:
Sales712 North Central Avenue, BWood Dale Suite, IL 60191-1263 Derek Gordon Specialty Spare Parts Page 2 JUMPIN'JACKPOT'Jackpot is considered by many of the most important redemption titles of all time. The concept of the game is very simple: players jump over the LED jumprope. As players jump over the virtual jumprope, the characters of the jackpot word begin to
light up. As each character lights up, the speed of the rope increases. When all messages are lit, the player wins the ticket jackpot! There are several currency/jackpot settings giving players the ability to choose between 3 difficulty settings. Jumpin's jackpot is exceptionally easy to install, just connect the floor panel to the main unit and you did. Fast setup time with zero
mechanical parts guarantees maximum life and profit proven dimensions: 52 W × 59 D × 78H Charging Dimensions: 41 W × 57 D x 86H 480 lbs. Container Quantity (40'): 16 Container Quantity (20'): 8 Click here for Baparin's Jackpot Parts Replace Page 3 Dark Escape 4D Address Your Fears with the latest NAMCO horror shooter, Dark Escape 4D. Wearing 3D coated
antibacterial glasses, players try to escape from the game of sick and twisted madman by shooting their way out with the weapons it provides. Experimental creatures and the undead jump of the 46-game cabinet screen. Players can choose to play any of the four phases titled Fear. The fifth stage of the reward is available once all four stages are completed. The game knows
when you're a scared panic sensor displaying the heart rate of each player on the screen and recording every panic attack. You don't just see monsters, you feel them too! With built-in air blower in front and back, players feel the breath of a zombie chasing on the back of their necks or bursting air on their faces when a monster rushes at them. Heavy recoil guns and a rumble seat
provide additional terrifying elements that complement the immersive gameplay game. Each player has its own 5.1 surround audio channel (a total of seven + speaker) so they can really experience the horror coming from everywhere. All these intense features combine to create one of the most unique and scary arcade games ever! Installed dimensions: 63 × width 96 D x 89H
charging dimensions (3 pieces): 58 display × 42 D x 82 H 616 lbs. 58 Width × 36D × 51H 345 lbs. 59W x 33D x 82H 535 lbs. Container quantity (40'): 6 container quantity (20'): 2 click here for Dark Escape 4D replacement parts Page 4 A brand new 2 player, closed loop, coin payer with ticket payment and collectabletrading cards featuring DC Heroes Super Comics and villains
characters. The positions of the 2 players for the cabinet are decorated using the most popular characters of DC Comics. The left side of the Super DC heroes and the right side of the Super Villains. There are 16 collectible trading cards. 7 hero cards and 7 villain cards, plus two group bonus cards. Players can trade or keep tickets until they collect all 14 hero and villain cards to
reward the super card! Page 5 Deadstorm Pirates Special Edition takes swashbuckling favorite arcade, Deadstorm Pirates, and adds two brand new phases, as well as an open bonus stage found in the original game. With seven stages to choose from and a brand new end, players will play Deadstorm Pirate Special Edition over and over again. Multidimensional installation: 64
width × 95 D × 90H charging dimensions (3 pieces): 49 width × 77 D × 79 H (seat section) 536 lbs. 42 W × 61D x 79H (Venice Section) 460 lbs. 61 W x 33D x 79H (screen section) 522 lbs. Container Quantity (40'): 4 Container Quantity (20'): 2 page 6 GALAGA ASSAULT for those who have been Galaga fans for decades and for ticket recovery juniors who may have played
Galaga for the first time, Bandai Namco and Raw Excitement forces have once again joined to deliver GALAGA Assault. Destroy a wave of enemy ships to get a chance to defeat the mother ship and win a bonus! Galaga Assault has an all-new ship addition feature that allows the player to buy more ships and expand to Armada up to 12 attacking ships. Automatically after your
high score to Facebook with Galaga assault unique QR scan feature. With amazing 42 1080p HD photos and burnt-out colorful LED cabinet lights, this will be the most fun you'll ever have dropping aliens and winning tickets! Charging dimensions: 36'W x 47'D x 89'H Page 7 Target Peak Line is as simple as a push of a button. Dozens of small footballs named with different ticket
values are located on a rotating stadium. In the middle of the pitch is a football player who is run by the player. The player presses the button on the control panel and accelerates the player forward. As the football player rushes forward, he will push any football on the way to the endzone platform. Players will win the total amount of tickets if several footballs reach the final zone.
Once the game is complete, tilt the endzone platform up and put the football back on the playfield rotating field. Installed dimensions: 49 W x 59D x 98H Charging dimensions: 66W × 44D x 78H 572 lbs Container Quantity (40'): 14 pages 8 DEADSTORM PIRATES surround yourself in the theater cabinet of dead storm pirates. Once inside, the player is immersed in a fascinating
pirate story. You don't just play the game, you're in it! Unlike traditional shooters where players must follow a story set and track, Deadstorm Pirates has 4 Stages give players a new new adventure with each game. Play the game in the order you want. Players use both the recoil gun and the mounted steering wheel to shoot enemies and navigate through treacherous waters
throughout the game. A new feature that rewards collaborative gameplay, a more powerful shot is created when players shoot the same goal. See if you have what it takes to sail in stormy seas and claim poseidon self. Multidimensional installation: 64 width × 95 D × 90H charging dimensions (3 pieces): 49 width × 77 D × 79 H (seat section) 536 lbs. 42 W × 61D × 79 H (Venetian
Section) 460 lbs 61W x 33D x 79H (screen section) 522 lbs. Container Quantity (40'): 4 Container Quantity (20'): 2 Click here for dead pirate parts page 9 Jumpin Jackpotin are all grown up! Jumbo Jumpin is the latest version of our original hit jumpin jackpot game. The concept of the game is very simple: players jump over the LED jumprope. As players jump over the virtual
jumprope, they will start filling the visual progress bar on the screen. As the bar gets more filled, the speed of the rope increases. When the bar is fully lit, the player wins the jackpot for tickets! There are several coin/jackpot mode giving players the ability to choose between different difficulty settings. This new version features a high-resolution LCD display as well as various
modes of play between a Dutch double and a normal jumprope. Page 10 players join Jack, a treasure hunter, on a mission to remote locations in search of hidden treasures. Treasures on the map will not be easy to recover many obstacles and creatures stand in the way. Players will have to use quick feedback to blast enemies away throughout the curved screen approximately
180 degrees. The first screen game players of players will also have to solve puzzles in the game to progress. With four selected stages, players can choose their own adventure and save their progress with the PIN system. First shooting games. The completion of all four phases will open an additional fifth phase. When the game is finished, players are treated to alternate ends
based on jewels and treasures collected throughout the game. Installed dimensions: 111 display × 91 D x 91H Charging dimensions (5 pieces): 56 W x 38D x 81 H 400lbs 48 W x 40D x 74H 264lbs 92W x 46D x 48H 48H 48 341 lbs 68 W x 40D x 44H 145lbs 48w x 40D x 81H 320lbs Container Quantity (40'): 5 page 11 Star Wars Battle Pod features a dome screen that transports
players to a galaxy far, far and straight into the heart of the battle. Players will be able to control some of the most exclusive vehicles in the World of Star Wars and their pilot to victory. An innovative 180-degree dome-shaped display horizontally in the field of vision creates a strange realism, giving Star Wars fans a visual experience they will never forget. Find Star Wars: Battle
Pod near you: Installed dimensions: 74 W x 64D x 100H Charging Dimensions: TBD Container Quantity (40'): TBD Page 12 PAC-MAN BATTLE ROYALE Pac-Man Battle Royale is the first four pac-man competitive players. The original Pac-Man concept game has been given a cannibal evolution: eliminate your opponents by eating them and another standing Pac-Man wins round.
When players eat the energy pellet, they power up by doubling in size and increasing in speed. Once powered, they are now able to eat non-powered blue players and ghosts. Players of the same size simply bounce off each other. Players can also be eliminated by running into ghosts if there are no even powered players. Eating a piece of fruit or all of the pellets brings back the
maze with a new set of power pellets. At the end of the game, statistics are displayed for each player like won most rounds and ate most pac-man, etc. The game is simple, competitive, and highly addictive. Installed dimensions: 35 W x 45D x 90H Charging Dimensions: 58W x 42D x 89H 365 lbs. Container Quantity (40'): 16 container quantity (20'): 8 for the latest information,
please visit Pac-Man Battle Royale's Facebook page. www.facebook.com/PacManBattleRoyale click here for Pac-Man Battle Royale replacement parts page 13 PAC-MAN SMASH NAMCO has taken the concept of air hockey to a whole new level. Pac-Man Smash puts a new twist on a classic arcade game that will leave players who want to play again while trying to catch their
breath at the same time. Up to four players can play at a time in a frantic battle of wands. The game begins with a regular single-sized puck to get players warm up. Each score is equal to 100 points, which is displayed on a large LED scoreboard. After one side scores a goal, the disc is automatically returned to the alternate side of the playfield. Randomly throughout the game,
dozens of small wands (worth 30 points each) will spill over on the playfield causing a scoring frenzy. Multidimensional installation: 102 display × 80 D × 86 H charging dimensions (3 pieces): 39 width × 29 D × 73 H 245 lbs. 65 display × 51D × 68H 740 lbs. 62W x 84D x 28H 485 lbs. Container Quantity (40'): 7 container quantity (20'): 1 Click here for Pac-Man Smash Parts
Replacement page 14 BARBERCUT LITE sharpening your site today! If you're looking for the perfect prize-recovery game without restrictions, you've come to the wrong place. BarBerCut Lite is that perfect game, but these chains are supposed to be there! The concept is simple: use the control buttons to make the scissors cut the chain and release your outstanding prize. Hold
down one button to move to the right and line up, then hold down the other button to move forward. Just let him go when you want to cut. Anyone can understand the game in their first attempt, making it a blow to all ages! Over there Cheap consolation trophies, not lightning-fast electronics that make players skeptical at any chance of winning. When players notice a track chain
hanging in the device - symbolizing an award that someone else has already won - they feel compelled to try to win their own prize. Immediately that makes this game more addictive than any other prize redemption game, and those repeat plays will land right in your cash box! The versatility of the BarBerCut Lite Mix capabilities provides operators with plenty of options.
Barbercote Lite can dispense with high-value prizes such as 8.5 × 11 × 4 or as small as a DVD case! Multidimensional installation: 38 L × 37 W × 75 H Charging Dimensions: 41 width × 42 D × 83 H 440 lbs. Container Quantity (40'): 22 Container Quantity (20'): 10 click here for BarBerCut Lite replacement parts page 15 This new highly entertaining DC Superheroes Arcade game is
a code + Pusher Arcade game card in which players try to press the shoot button to rotate a large wheel on the back wall of the cabinet and drop the code through the link maze. If the player only times right they can get the code by rewarding a drop area of the maze that will stop rewarding the rotor above it which will drop bonuses or cards on playfield in order for players to
collect cards and win tickets! DC Superheroes arcade game features collectible game cards throughout the playfield, in which players try to knock off a tray to collect points - there are 7 hero cards for players to collect, including Batman, Superman, Aquaman, Wonder Woman, Cyborg, Green Lantern and Flash that players can collect and convert to bonus hero set. There are also
7 evil cards for players to collect, including Joker, Lex Luthor, Darkseid, Cheetah, Penguin, Cold Captain and Harley Quinn that players can collect to turn to bonus villain set. If players collect all of the hero's bonus set and bonus villain group they can turn them in together to reward the super card! DC Superheroes is one of the most lucrative arcade games on the market today,
featuring characters from the world-famous dc comics brand. The cabinet features 4 different aspects of dc cartoon color characters, plus a marquee that has a unique hero for each of 4 different aspects of this 4 player cabinet. This great coin drive s fun for all ages, collectible cards keep players coming back again and again! Multidimensional installation: 72 × 72 × 89 charging
dimensions: 76× 70 × 90 page 16 Justice League has come together on this exciting new take on the design of the classic air hockey table! This air hockey table features full motion LED lighting in playfield, edge rails and in legs to make this piece attractive in any game room. You will light up the red or blue playfield to let everyone know who scored. This game also has exciting
heroic gameplay music and action sound When the puck hits the edges of the table. Page 17 hit arcade races around the world is back with the 5th sequel to the extremely popular extremely popular tune racing series. Sit back and get ready for non-stop action as you race your friends or compete against yourself with ghost racing mode battle. The new 42-resolution wide LCD
screen will be able to see where it stands against other Maxitune players in North America with the VS score system. With this system you can gain power halos that you can change and customize at Wangan station. Players can now purchase a BANAPASSPORT card directly from the 5th Tune Maximum Cabinet and use it at Wangan Station to modify their car appearance, halo
strength, stats and create or modify teams. Charging dimensions: 1 full game is 9-piece charging 4 × screens 44 W x 36 D x 85 H 4x seats 38 × 26 × 6x Kiosk 30 x 30 x 83 page 18 PAC-MAN BASKET Pac-Man remains a popular name in the video game industry with a full section of iconic character games. This classic basketball shooting game has been perfectly with colors and
images of the lovable character complete with familiar sound effects from the original Pac-Man game. Equipped with several different game modes that include a moving basket, both adults and children will love to play this game and pac-man basket will surely stand out in the arcade. Charging dimensions: 51 width × 46 D × 98 H 725 lbs. Click here to get a Backman Replacement
Basket Parts page 19 brand new and better than Mario Kart Arcade GP2! The next game in the extremely popular racing series is here with new courses, new game modes, new carts, new features and rainbow LED lighted cabinet featuring 42 HD screen. The popular NAM-CAM feature that puts the player's face on the card has been updated with funny face frames where
players can stretch, squeeze, and turn their faces into many different appearances. Connectable up to four cabinets, the game has three game modes: Grand Prix, vs. Co-operation. In GRAND PRIX mode, players can compete through 40 rounds over five choiceable cups. In exchange for putting competitive racing thrills for all players. The new 2-person co-op mode features
Fusion Karts. One person leads while the other shoots at other competitors. With more than 20 types of carts that can specifically perform more than 90 types of items, mario kart arcade racing possibilities GP DX are endless and players will return to play again and again. Multidimensional installation: 41 width × 63 D × 94 H charging dimensions (2 pieces): Main Cabinet 45 × 35
× 83,495 lbs. Each seat 37 × 25 × 57,145 lbs. Each container quantity (40'): 16 container quantity (20'): 8 page 20 grab the joystick and drive your helicopter on a fly by running the bombing. Pick up bombs (ping pong ball balls) using our innovative crane like a helicopter and strategically drop them on playfield trying to sink ships. Hitting ships or sinking them helps you win tickets. If
you can sink multiple ships with one drop, you can earn an additional ticket bonus. Installed dimensions: 34 W x 57 D x 89H Charging dimensions: 35 W x 57 D x 75H 607lbs Page 21 latest incarnation of the unique PAC-MAN Smash game. Play the same game (big goblin then mad small wands during the game), at a lower cost with a slightly smaller footprint. The mechanism is
simplified but with the same brand PAC-MAN, playfield and PAC-MAN sound effects. Installed dimensions: 96 display × 60.5 D x 82H charging dimensions (3 pieces): 2x 52 display cabinets × 51 D x 70H 570 LBS Tower 38 W × 22 D × 72 H 165 lbs Playfield &amp; 3 Cartons 84 W x 62D x 19H 315 lbs. Page 22 This remake of classic arcade comes with brand new characters and
completely redesigned courses. In collaboration with raw excitement, Super Alpine Racer has a vertically portable 55 HD screen. There are multicolored bulbs infused in t molds from the cabinet! The multi-axis platform simulates the movements of a sloped slider. Feel the wind through your hair from the built-in air blowers and shoot through the gates to get an extra boost to speed
past your opponents while performing crazy tricks in the air. Installed dimensions: 36 × display 80 D x 103H charging dimensions (2 pieces): 37W × 42D x 87H 403 lbs. 38W x 42D x 53H 329 lbs. Page 23 Crisis Time 5 is the latest installment in the popular Time Crisis series. Playing through three challenging stages, players are introduced to a brand new dual pedal system.
Players can now attack from two different positions by stepping on the left or right foot pedal. The game also features a new weapon switch button where players can change weapons while playing and a newly designed gun recoil mechanism. Deluxe Edition Dimensional Installation: 113 Display × 67D x 90H Standard Edition Dimensions Installed: 90W × 70D x 84 H Charging
Dimensions: 2 + 50 Offer × 30 D x 80H 2 @ 46W x 34D x 48H Weight: 1,288 lbs. page 24 WHACK'EM FUNKY GATORS Whack'em Gators is our last delivery of the classic Waky Gators series. The big easy button player controls allows kids to play the game with their own hands, the way you always wanted! The video interface gives us new multicolored characters, and some
new gators that are 2 or 3 wide gators and require the player to press multiple buttons simultaneously provide a unique spin on the original gameplay. Hit a special bonus alligator to win an extra ticket bonus! This new video version salvation provides 100% fun with almost any of the service issues related to mechanical whack'em games. Installed dimensions: 42 W x 27.5 D x 80H
Weight: 225 lbs Charging Dimensions: 46W x 32D x 70H Weight: 363 lbe 2016 page 2016 Do you ever want to play your favorite game on a video board? Well here is your chance to play classics like you don't have before. Bandai Raw excitement will light up your room with the world's largest Pac-Man. Charging dimensions: 78 × 44 × 58 Weight: 678 lbs Installed Dimensions: 69
W × 105H Depth varies page 26 some things just get better over time. Nothing compares to the origins of the corridors. With 31 officially licensed classic games, relive the glory days of arcade. Gather around with friends and family to experience the look, sounds and feel you can only get with the real thing. Share old memories with friends and family and create new memories for
years to come. Play these great titles in all cabinet: Bosconian, DigDug, Dragon Spirit, Galaga, Galaga 88, Galaxian, Mappy, PAC-MAN, Pac-Mania, Raleigh-X, Rolling Thunder, Xevious, Baraduke, Buster Dragon, DigDug II, Drew Tower Gaga, Gaplus, Grobda, Mabi Mobility, King and Color, Metro Cross, Motos, New Rally-X, Pac&amp;Pal, PAC-MAN Plus, Rompers, Skykid,
Skykid Deluxe, Smudge, Super PAC-MAN, Super Xevious Charging Dimensions : 39 W x 30D x 76H
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